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VANDERBILT IS VANQUISHED
THE PURPLE WAVES TRIUMPHANT
THE TIGER RETURNS VICTORIOUS TO HIS MOUNTAIN LAIR
A Decisive and Memorable Contest, Won by Great Generalship and
Indomitable Spirit
HE Tiger crept
stealthily from his
mountain lair on last
Thanksgiving Day.
He advanced w i t h
soft step to Dudley
Field in Nashville,
for it had been determined in
the councils of his royal brain to
swoop unexpectedly upon the hosts
of the Yellow Jackets and crush
them utterly. He had whetted
his claws for the purpose. How
he accomplished his determination
is now a bright page in Sewanee's
history.
Long before the time set for the
game the seats on either side of
the field were well filled. Society
was out in force and neat-appareled beauty. Over on the western
bank was crowded a glittering
array of enthusiastic femininity, all
wearing the colors of their favorites, with the old gold and black
predominating.
Across, to the other side of the
gridiron, tier upon tier, sat the
confident students of Vanderbilt
University. Out of their midst
flaunted shining banners, emblazoned athwart their golden fields
with the single word "Vanderbilt."
But it was a word to conjure with,
a word which instantly brought to
mind the magnificent record of the
team that had been fighting for it
all the season. And it was meet
and proper that the banners should
be flaunted aloft, that the band
should play its buoyant, exultant
airs in anticipation of victory.
For had not Vanderbilt just gone
through a series of eight games
unconquered ? And even though
things went against her in the great
Thanksgiving contest, her previous record almost justified the
demonstration from the bleachers.
Shortly before the game was
called, a bier was borne upon the
field. Upon the bier rested all that
was mortal of a huge tawny feline.
Around its neck, in great profusion, were tied purple ribbons ; and
other parts of the lifeless anatomy
were similarly decorated. Four
swart sous of Afric's shimmering
sands, weeping bitterly their grief
into large handkerchiefs, reverentially bore the corpse around the
field that all might see and understand. And many saw.
A little later the sad strains of a
funeral march floated out upon the
nipping air. Then came a band,
playing softly, solemnly, followed
by several Vanderbilt students carrying a hideous skeleton beswathed
in purple and reclining in a coffin.
Thus was the annihilation of the

FIRST ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT — Watkins, center; Tupper, manager; Jett, sub. tackle.
SECOND ROW — Sneed, sub. end; Wheless, left end; Bannerman, right half back ; Lemoine, left guard ; Stewart, full back ; Osborne, quarter back ; Alexander, sub.
half back ; Kirby-Smith, left tackle.
THIRD ROW — Davis, right end ; Pow, right tackle; Atkinson, right half back ; Phillips, right guard and captain ; Coltnore, left half back ; Smith, left end.

Sewanee Tiger prematurely antici- line offense ever seen in the South. twenty yards. The next three plays
pated. But the fierce sting of the Slowly, but absolutely relentlessly fail to gain the required distance,
Yellow Jacket had lost its strength. the Tiger fought his way over the and the ball goes over.
The day was raw and gusty, just long chalk lines of that memorable
Vanderbilt makes two unsucsuch as players prefer, though try- battle-field. Irresistibly for ninety cessful attempts, and on the foling to the spectators, who hopped yards beat the unfailing attack lowing play punts to Sewanee's
about from one foot to another in against the battered and retreating thirty-five yard line. The ball is
the effort to keep warm. The field Commodores. Truly it was a grand fumbled and secured by Davis of
was somewhat slow and soggy, but march. It was the work of a ma- the Yellow Jackets. Three plays
in much better condition than could chine in its perfection, powerful and are tried to no avail, and the ball
inevitable in its execution. The is turned over to Sewanee just as
have been expected.
first
score was made, Colmore kicked the referee's whistle announces the
Finally, at 2.45, the impatient
goal,
and the Sewanee contingent end of the first half.
waiters banked around the field
was
riotously
happy. Smiling vicheard the gladsome sound of the
The intermission elapses, and the
tory
seemed
about
to perch upon teams come out again for the final
referee's whistle. The great battle
was on. Vanderbilt had won the the shoulders of their champions. round-up, Vanderbilt kicks off and
There were sixteen minutes to the ball is returned by Stewart,
toss, and had chosen the northern
play.
Bryan kicked to Osborne, forty-three yards to the center of
goal with favoring slope. Phillips
who
returned
fifteen yards. Again the field. . Once again Sewanee
kicked off fifty yards, and Edgerthe
Tiger
begins
his terrible as- ploughs her way to the opposite
ton returned twenty.
sault
until
fifty
yards
have been end of the field. The thirty-five
Now the game is on in earnest.
won.
The
opposing
goal
posts yard line is reached, where on the
Tigert, Edgerton, and Davis, with
beckon
in
the
near
distance.
But third down Colmore tries for goal
quick end runs and rapid line plays,
the
ball
is
fumbled
to
Vanderbilt
advance the ball far into Sewanee's
from field. The trial fails, and
territory, with what seems an all- and is straightway carried out of Vanderbilt kicks from her twentytoo-effortless facility. The twenty- immediate danger. Kdgerton, Ti- five yard line. Near the center of
yard line is reached. The purple gert, and Davis are called upon and the field the ball goes to the Comline stiffens and hurls the mighty respond for the time with heavy modores. At this stage the home
Commodores back for downs. Two gains. Presently, however, the team does its best offensive work of
ineffectual trials and Sewanee is purple defense braces strongly and the day. Grimly, with dogged deforced to punt. Vanderbilt tries the Commodore is forced to resort termination the ball is carried to
the line twice, and kicks under to punting.
Sewanee's five-yard line where it is
similar compulsion. The ball is
Sewanee now goes up the field fumbled and lost. Stewart kicks
Sewanee's, on her twenty-yard line. for twenty-five yards, when Atkin- thirty-fiveyards and Howell catches,
And now begins the most terrific son breaks around right-end for returning ten. Then, with Edger-

ton as their chief driving force
the Yellow Jackets, in six plays,
carry the ball over six chalk lines
to a touchdown. Davis fails an
easy goal.
Sewanee kicks off. The ball vacillates now in this direction, now
in that. Finally, the Tigers take
the oval on a fumble. Then they
bring into play those invincible
guards-back and tackles-back formations that were yet to win the day.
Onward to the four-yard line
sweeps the mighty struggle. Resistance is useless. A fumble, and
the ball is Vanderbilt's. The next
play sees the pigskin in Sewanee's
possession, and the next play carries it, in the arms of Phillips, to
Sewanee's second touchdown and
a purple victory. Colmore fails
goal, but what matters that? The
score is 11 to 5, and the referee
blows his whistle to signify that the
conflict is over.
Eleven triumphant Tigers sailed
safely upon a purple sea of glory.
The hoarse shouts of their loyal
supporters sounded over the field
in the approaching night.
Yonder, to the southeast of the
arena, where the Vanderbilt rooters sat with their brilliant banners,
all was still. The silence was elo(Concluded on pajre vv)

PURPLE
must be granted, to bring back the
On the 8th of October the Tiger the great struggle with the unlaurel leaf of the S. I. O. A. to its shook the dust of the mountain beaten Commodores. Out of NashPUBLISHED WEEKLY r.Y THE
natural home, but past experience from his feet and sharpened his ville came the news that the Big
Dr. DuBose, Dean of the Theo- too surely teaches that the man claws for a conflict with the hardy Yellow Jacket was again going to
SKWANEK ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
logical Department, will spend his comes when the need comes.
Rangers. He traveled 800 long twist the Tiger's tail, but the
Subscription, $2.00 per year, in advance. vacation at his winter residence in
And who dare say the Sewanee miles to the good city of Dallas, Tiger's tail is a slippery thing, and
Melbourne, Fla.
spirit has abated? No one who where, on the 10th of October, a few men know the art of handling
BOARD OF EDITORS.
The Reverend W. H. DuBose will heard the fierce jells of the Sew- stinging defeat was administered, the slippery. The Yellow Jacket
V. S. TUPPER (Georgia), Editor-in-Chief. spend the winter at the Cambridge anee rooters on Dudley Field a defeat all the more bitter because had not reckoned with his host,
THOMAS EVANS (South Carolina^, and Theological Seminary, Cambridge,
Thanksgiving day, no one who it had not its duplicate in the an- and it cost him dear. In spite of
F. M. OSBORNB, (North Carolina), Man- Mass.
saw the wild outburst of joy when nals of Texas-Sewanee foot-ball. years of inculcation he had failed
aging Editors.
Dr.
Henneman
expects
to
spend
victory was announced could doubt As the westering sun dipped low to realize the vast importance of
II. STRiNGFEr.cow (Alabama), Athletic
his vacation in Italy and Southern that the traditions handed down and ushered in the twilight the that Sewanee spirit with which the
Editor.
Europe.
I'. A. PUGH, Tennessee.
from our predecessors, will be purple eleven disconsolately left Tiger everfightshim.
H. ABRAMS, Texas.
Dr. Bevan and Mr. Seibels will handed on to the next generation the field with shattered hopes of
On Thanksgiving day Dudley
W. A. BARNEV, Georgia.
sail January 3d for Italy.
an
unblemished
record.
It
was
a
undiminished
in
power;
that
the
Field
was the scene of one of the
G. B. CRAIGHIT,!,, Maryland.
Dr.
Ramage
has
returned
to
Sesad
return.
Moreover,
three
of
love
and
service
of
her
sons
will
fiercest
conflicts ever witnessed in
R. K. TUCKER, Alabama.
wanee after an extended stay in still make Sewanee what she has the players who had been thought the South. As the shades of night
T. A. CHEATHAM (North Carolina), Bus- Texas, where he has been recuper- ever been, a source of great and essential to the strength of the rolled in upon the arena the dead
iness Manager.
ating from overwork.
lasting strength and progress to our team had given in their suits. Two and dying were counted and the tale
II. W. TICKNOR (Georgia), and PERCY
Professor Bishop sails for Eng- Southland and an Alma Mater to of them left for their homes, and was told. The pride of the gold
DAVIS (Texas), Assistant Business Manland early in January. He will countless men, scholars, and gen- the third sacrificed foot-ball for his and black had fallen before the
agers.
take up his residence at Oxford tlemen.
studies. The great Sewanee spirit terrific onslaught of the purple warEntered as second-class mail matter at the University for the winter vacation.
was perceptibly ebbing. But Se- riors. Vanderbilt's unblemished
pustoffice at Sewanee, Tennessee.
wanee came into its own again. record was irretrievably ruined.
Dr. Barton will go to WashingREVIEW OF THE SEASON.
New
players were recruited, and The fight was o'er. The Tiger had
ton, Professor Babbitt to New York
Address all matter intended for publithe
work
went bravely, manfully given another manifestation of that
and
through
Connecticut;
Dr.
PigGOSSIP OF THE GAMES.
cation to the Editor-in-Chief. All busion.
The
next
game scheduled was magnificent Sewanee spirit which,
got
to
Baltimore,
and
Dr.
Hall
to
ness communications should be sent to
Old Father Time has brushed
against Central University, on the raised to the highest pitch of enMexico.
the Business Manager.
away the autumn of the present
To insure publication all communicaMessrs. Guerry, McNeal, and year, bequeathing to Sewanee an 20th of October, at Sewanee. But thusiasm, carries all before it.
tions should be accompanied by the full Nauts will pass the winter on the
as the visitors failed to put in an
all but glorious foot-ball season. appearance the 'Varsity was denied And the season of 1902 had passed
name and address of the writer, and must
into history.
Mountain.
not be received later than Wednesday.
With a single exception the team the privilege of playing what most
emerges from the fray with a rec- probably would have been a hard
IT was a great day for Sewauee, THE MATTER AND THE SPIRIT. ord of no slight honor. The pur- game.
OPINIONS OF EXPERTS.
ple banner floats triumphant over
one that will be long remembered
Then
came
the
game
against
all its foes save Texas, to whom
by the followers of the purple.
During this last term there has alone has been granted the rare Washington University on the 25th, What Coaches and Others Think of
the Game.
More than a victory of the Tiger been some talk of retrogression in
in St. Louis, where the home team
over the haughty Commodore, it both spirit and matter in the Uni- privilege of curling the Tiger's suffered inglorious defeat. The
Coach Watkins : " I have nothwas the triumph of will over mat- versity, but on calm consideration caudal appendage.
Mountaineers left with a score of
The
season
has
been
fraught
with
ing
to say."
ter, but another instance of the facts hardly bear out the state22 to their credit as against 6 for
surprises
in
many
ways,
and
though
many examples of that fierce Se- ment. A general resume of colCoach Boynton : '' We won betheir opponents. It was a well
wanee spirit which carries all be- legiate affairs since commence- the palm of victory sat not on Sew- played game. Phillips had re- cause we had the better team and
fore it. How often has this spirit ment might therefore be beneficial, j anee's brow after her great battle sumed his natural position at guard, played a harder game. Our close
conquered doubtful fields ! Against as the students scatter to their with the stalwart Rangers, the after and initiated the phenomenal play- formations simply smothered Vana team composed almost entirely of homes throughout the sunny (?) season saw no defeat recorded ing which characterized him derbilt's open network defense."
against the gallant Mountaineers.
veterans, whose record had been southland.
Capt. Davis: "We were fairly
throughout the remainder of the
unsullied up to that time, the pur- Two additions were made to the Taking a comprehensive view of season. Here it was that Osborne beaten because they played better
ple eleven drove its vigorous attack faculty at the beginning of this the work of the year, Sewanee's demonstrated that Sewanee had ball."
to glorious victory. A stupendous year, Mr. Huger W. Jervey as- reverse at the hands of the Giants come into possession of another
Capt. Phillips: "The work of
task it was to accomplish the de- suming the Chair of Instructor in of the Lone Star State may be fast and efficient quarter. Better our team was a great surprise to
feat of the great Yellow Jacket. Greek, and Rev. W. S. Bishop easily condoned. The game was than anything else, however, this me. I knew we had a fine team,
Few of the many who witnessed that of Systematic Divinity and fought in the enemy's dominion, contest restored the wonted confi- but they did even better than I
the game thought that the issue Philosophy. Both gentlemen have early in the season, after a fatiguing dence of Sewanee in its team; it expected. We won because we
would be in favor of the purple. proved themselves valuable addi- trip of eight hundred miles, and infused anew the old Sewanee played a harder and fiercer game
Until they saw the Vanderbilt line tions to the pedagogical corps. under a hot and sultry Texas sun. spirit. And now it was that things and never let up in our driving
It may be necessary to mention were placed on a firm and strong
hurled back repeatedly, battered The financial status has been
attacks."
the
nominal defeat which the offi- basis.
and broken like a reed, they would proven prosperous by the beginEx-Capt. Keller: "Vanderbilt
fain believe that the battle would ning of a new stone gymnasium, cials of the Tennessee-Sewanee
Next
came
the
fiasco
with
Tenlost
because in critical moments
game
inflicted
upon
the
Tigers.
be to Vanderbilt. And well they and the great improvements made
nessee.
A
brace
of
officials,
who,
there
were slips in generalship and
Every
expert
who
saw
the
game
might, for what knew they of Se- on the campus. The erection of
to
say
the
least,
were
fatuously
iglargely
because Vanderbilt's forsubstantiates
Sewanee's
claim
of
wanee spirit, of its efficiency to several street lights and the plantnorant
of
foot-ball
matters,
delibwards
played
too far apart. Such
fraud.
The
purple
eleven
actually
crown with success the players who ing of numerous flower beds and
erately
gave
the
game
to
Tennesformations
do
very
well for active
scored
a
touchdown
and
a
goal
had partaken abundantly of its trees in various parts of the Unisee.
In
spite
of
a
scored
touchlinemen
and
a
fast
field, but not
from
field,
which
the
officials,
in
exhilarating properties?
versity grounds have added much their blind perversity, refused to down, in spite of a clear goal from otherwise."
Night closed in around the arena, to appearances.
recognize. Indisputably the vic- field, the officious officials refused
Ex-Capt. Joe Goodson: "Vancovering with its pall alike the vicBut it is in the student body that tory belongs to Sewanee.
to allow Sewanee's scores to stand, derbilt's wide spread-eagle tactics
tor and the vanquished. The Se- the greatest and most encouraging
But the finale of the season was and the team was forced to submit in the line of getting so far apart
wanee spirit personified in eleven signs of growth are to be found.
truly
soul-inspiring. Out of the to the outrageous atrocity perpe- lost them two touchdowns to Seexhausted purple-clad heroes, had Nearly every one of the older men
gloom
that shadowed the Tigers' trated by two thoroughly incom- wanee. Sewanee's close formation
won its last fight of 1902 for the of prominence in athletics, literary
sequestered
mountain lair smote petent officials.
would get in the gaps and prize
Mountain, and all was well.
pursuits, or social life, left the incisively the exulting boom of
It is a significant fact that but them open, or if the Vanderbilt
mountain at the beginning of this victory. The end for which all had few teams ever leave Knoxville forwards did get in it would be two
Ere the students depart for home scholastic year, but their places hoped, for which all had fought satisfied with the treatment ac- men against six massed, and, of
on their way rejoicing, we would have been filled with men as earn- and prayed and striven, was come corded by the local officials.
course, they would be shoved back.
whisper a word in their ear in the est and enthusiastic and as full of to pass.
The Auburn game followed, in Edgerton should have been used
interest of the Cap and Gown. The the true Sewanee spirit as any of The mighty foe, encompassed by Birmingham, on the 6th of Novem- much more than he was."
Editor-in-chief desires to have the those who have won laurels for our his season of splendid success, ber. The plucky Alabamians fought
Battle Malone: "Vanderbilt's
literary portion of the Annual mountain in the past. In the liter- awaited confidently the coming of gallantly, but without avail. Toline
and the great mistake in not
ready for the press before the be- ary life the magazine, so much des- the purple cohorts. All confidence wards the close of the game, after
using
Edgertou more, lost the
ginning of the Lent Term. To paired of, has proved a brilliant was his. Never before in the his- Sewanee had three times been
game."
accomplish this, the cooperation success and has brought forward a tory of the institution had a team within Auburn's five yard line,
Ex-Capt. Seibels: " I think
of every writer is necessary. It host of writers whose abilities would enlisted the sympathy and enthu- came a delayed pass, and Colmore
would be a good thing if all of us have been unknown and unde- siasm of its fellow-students as had shot around the end for fifty yards Yauderbilt lost through over-conwould pause to realize what an veloped but for this organ. Its this team of 1902. And justly so. to the ten yard line, whence Phil- fidence. I never heard of a team
enormously heavy work is imposed want has been long felt, and all But they were doomed to anni- lips, duly assisted, hurdled for a making all preparations for victory
upon those who are responsible for honor should be to those who have hilation.
touchdown. It is but right to say before when the}' were to meet a
team in their own class."
the publication of the Cap and so zealously striven for its success,
The prospects when the men first that the defensive tactics of the
Gown. We are seriously in earn- for they have made it, as the Uni- donned their suits were excellent; orange and blue were the most
est when we beg that the students versity of Tennessee magazine de- in fact, nothing more could have efficient against which Sewanee
TEAM RECORDS
give a portion of their long vaca- clares, the best magazine produced been desired. The players, new fought during the whole season.
tion in the service of the next An- by a southern college. The PURPLE and old, began diligently to work ;
Then to Atlanta for a victory
(Nashville 11an net:)
nual. If one would reflect for but has also retained its proud position and as the season gradually un- over Georgia in the slush of Geor653 yds.
a moment, his reflection would lead of inferiority to none and superior- folded the team developed, and it gia mud. Eleven points were Sewanee advanced the ball
Vanderbilt advanced the ball.. 615 "
him directly to see the folly of leav- ity to most.
was heralded abroad that Sewanee scored by the purple during the Sewanee made on kicks of all
ing this important matter to a few Another encouraging sign is the would surpass herself.
first half. Nothing was accom- kinds
225 "
men, and at the same time to un- great progress made by the Univer78 "
The season opened on the 4th of plished during the second half, so On runs of all kinds
derstand the wisdom of active coop- sity orchestra, for music has its October with Mooney, on the the game ended 11 to o.
On bucks
350 "
eration on the part of the student place in collegiate life also, although mountain, and thirty-nine to nothCumberland came upon the 21st Vanderbilt made on kicks of all 275 '•
body as a whole. The Editor-in- its function, so far, has not been to ing was the tale of the 'Varsity's and tarried long enough to be de- kinds
149 "
chief of the Annual will spend soothe the savage breast, but to victory. The game gave evidence feated by four touchdowns and two On runs of all kinds
On bucks
191 "
most of the winter on the Mount- soften the already too susceptible that Sewanee was not jet up to her goals. It should be added that Sewanee advanced the ball for
ain, where all contributions may be hearts of maidens fair and to en- standard in what is usually her the squad from Lebanon has never
first touchdown
149 '
sent him. Poems, short stories, tice the student from his beloved greatest element of strength, team put up such a pretty exhibition as Sewanee advanced the ball in
277 "
quips, humorous dialogues, any- books to while away his time in work. Indeed, the fault was not they did two Fridays ago at Har- first half.
Vanderbilt advanced the ball
thing with local color is desirable. the 'witching dance.
removed entirely until Thanks- dee Park.
in first half
256
Colmore's
punts averaged
,;2 "
Let your thoughts flow.
No great orator has arisen, it giving.
And now the 'Varsity rested for i Tigert's punts averaged
39
WHERE THE FACULTY WILL
HIBERNATE.

TIHIIE
THE DAY BEFORE THE BIG GAME

SEWANEE

IP XT IR, UP IL IE

strength of Tigert. Sewanee's all parts of the gold and black line Osborne pulled Phillips over left but Sewanee won by their consistcoach says he hopes for a dry field. for one, two, and three yards. In guard for the second touchdown of j ency. These gains on the part of
What the Knowing Ones Had to Pre- I fear that will beat him, as Van- vain Vanderbilt charged; all parts the purple just as time was called. : Sewanee through Vanderbilt's line
derbilt's back field is much supe- looked alike to the purple and with Colmore missed goal. Score 11 to 5.. were made possible by the single
dict How Prophets Do Not Always Prophesy Prophecies.
rior to Sewanee's in the running guards and tackles back they sent
For Vanderbilt Edgerton, Mor- line of defense and open formagame, and far more expert dodgers. the ball nearer the center line.
gan, and Perry seemed to play with tions as opposed to Sewanee's close
If the Commodores dived in low the most vim. Edgerton was easily formations and heavy mass plays.
If Sewanee does anything it must
COACH \VATKINS, OF VANDERBILT:
be by the use of her close forma- the backs hurdled; if they went the star of the game. It was his
" I have not been figuring on the tion tackle-back play that she used high the heavy charge swept them
GbOD GENERALSHIP.
; last game, and well did he sustain
score. I have been preparing for against Georgia. Her end plays back. So to the seven-yard line,
For Sewanee every man on the
the reputation made by his five
a hard game, and to win we will are too closely massed for fast end when Colmore plunged through
years' work on the gridiron. He '. team did great work, although the
have to work like fiends. Still I work.
between right tackle and guard for was the only Commodore who was generalship of Osborne carried the
think with a dry field we will win
"There lies the great difference the first touchdown of the game, sure to gain, and seldom did he day. There were few who did betthe game by about iS to 6. With
between Northern and Southern after nineteen minutes of play. fail to make a good one. Vander- ter than the rest, for all worked
a heavy field it is impossible to
football.
For the most part the Colmore kicked goal. Score, 6 to o. I bilt's only touchdown was largely like Trojans, and there was honor
predict accurately, but I think we
enough for all and more. For
Bryan kicked off to Osborne, • due to his individual efforts.
South plays the open game, while
will win the game."
in the North straight football and who returned fifteen yards. LeCapt. Davis made some beautiful Vanderbilt Edgerton was the star
a close formation tackle-back is moiue was now repeatedly called ; runs, but did not perform up to his of the game, and did fine work all
COACH ISOYNTON, OF SEWANEE:
back and tore open holes in the usual standard, especially in de- the way. Tigert and Davis worked
" Vanderbilt's offense is mighty the universal game.
" The game will be a close one, right side of the local team's line, fensive work. He worked like a hard, while Bryan's gains were the
strong, and it will be hard for us
longest of the day on either side.
to keep them from scoring a touch- but I cannot see much chance for into which the backs plunged. Trojan, but seemed to be up against Lawler was crippled and was unTwenty-five
yards
of
this
and
the
it. Bryan did nice work at end.
down or two at least. Still I think Sewanee to win, although there is
able to put up his usual great game.
ball
was
Vanderbilt's
on
a
fumble.
the
uncertainty
of
football
to
be
The Vanderbilt back field could ' Perry at center fought hard, but
we have a good chance to score
Tigert
ripped
off
four
yards
and
about as much as they do. I would reckoned with.
not get started before the purple :
Davis and Edgerton got three each. : line would break through and was swept back by the tide that
prefer a dry field, as my backs are
Tigert punted forty-five. Sewanee smash the play. For the moun- carried away his comrades.
much lighter than Vanderbilt's and
are forced to depend largely on VANDERBILT IS VANQUISHED. slowly made her distance for taineers Colmore, Phillips, Stewart
eighteen yards and then Atkinson
quick starting. On form our opand Lemoine were the best, alsprinted
around left end for twenty
(Continued from page i.)
ponents look the stronger, but I
though the whole team played with
CHELIDON.
am at least confident we will give quent; it spoke of hopes dashed, more. The gold and black line snap and spirit. L/emoine would
annihilated: of ambition blasted; then stiffened and took the ball on open up holes and Phillips and
them a hard fight."
A good attendance was present
of pride crushed, crushed beyond downs. Edgerton and Davis took Colmore would plunge into them.
six
at
end,
and
then
on
a
delayed
at
the last meeting of the year.
COACH SNOW, OF NASHVILLE.
remedy.
Osborne used splendid head work in
pass
Bryan
got
around
left
end
for
Mr.
Craighill presented for the
He has umpired two games for
And the players who had fought the most spectacular run of the running the team and covered back
consideration
of the members,
Vanderbilt and two for Sewanee, through all that long season withi field well.
game.
He
sped
up
the
side
line
President
Butler's
plan of reducand has watched the work of both out defeat. What of them? They
for
thirty
yards
and
was
thrown
ing
the
time
necessary
to secure a
elevens carefully:
LINE-UP.
had gone on the field, believing out of bounds by Pow'sfiercetackle.
B.
A.
degree
to
two
years.
" I think that Vanderbilt will that nothing could prevent them
I Sewanee.
Position.
Vanderbilt.
It was the concensus of opinion
win, but not by the score that they from winning. Everything led I Howell kicked to Colmore and Smith
Left End
Williamson
i
Davis
tackled
him
like
a
catapult,
that
such a reduction would be
Kirby-Smitli.
Left
Tackle.
Martin-Lawler
themselves seem confident of piling them to believe that they would be
\
drove
the
ball
from
his
hands
and
Lemoiiie
Left
Guard
Morgan
unwise,
as the course was too
up. Sewanee has about the same successful. First, a splendid recI Graham fell on it. Edgerton fum- Watkins
Center
Perry short, and as it also tended to endefense as Vanderbilt, but their at- ord of unbroken victories; then, a
Grahain
bled and the first half was up with Phillips (Capt.)Rt. Guard
gender the mercenary spirit in the
tack is much weaker. Still, on a coach and captain, who assured
Right Tackle
Massey
the ball in Sewanee's possession on Pow
heavy field, as it looks will be the them through the papers and
Davis-Sneed. ..Right End
Bryan student, instilling a desire to get
Vanderbilt's thirty-five-yard line. Osborne
out in the world prematurely.
Quarter
Back
Howell
case, the odds in favor of Vander- otherwise that the game was theirs;
Colmore
LeftHalfBack.Davis(Capt.)
During the past year, many and
bilt will not be so marked. I would finally, an unusually enthusiastic
Atkinson.. Right Half Back
Tigert various subjects were discussed, inpick the final score at about 12 to student support, which had, a
SECOND HALF.
Stewart
Full Back
Edgerton volving the field of literature,
o in favor of Vanderbilt, although day in advance, made preparations
At the beginning of the second
science, and religion, c. g., "Seon a heavy field this is merely con- on a giant scale for a great cele- half Martin took Lawler's place at
SUBSTITUTES.
wanee Courtesy,"
"Industrial
jecture."
bration. But it was not to be. left tackle. Bryan kicked off fortyVanderbilt—Blake, Love, Hamilton, Condition of the South," "DisThe preparation, the coach's assur- three yards to Stewart, and by skill- Harris, Sibley, Wade and Jones.
HUGH WHITE, OF WASHINGTON,
Sewanee — Bannennan, Poynor, Whe- posal of the Cecil Rhodes Scholarwhose team played both Vander- ances, the captain's confidence ful dodging he brought the ball less, Bostrom, Jett and Alexander.
ships," " The Influence of Modern
were all for naught. The bright back to the same chalk-line from
bilt and Sewanee:
Referee, Rowbotham ; Umpire, Nick- Fiction on Literature," "The Re" I think there is very little dif- escutcheon of a glorious record which it was kicked. Sewanee | lin; Timers, Brown and Pittman; Lines- duction of the B. A. Degree to
ference in the strength of the two was to be tarnished in the eleventh fumbled, and Perry captured the men, Love and Bostrom. Time of halves, two years," "The Return of Hon.
35 minutes. Score, Sewauee n , Vanderelevens. Vanderbilt has a shade hour. Yet the sorrow of the rest leather. Bryan went around left bilt 5. Touchdowns, Colmore, Phillips Grover Cleveland to Politics,"
I
was
as
nothing
compared
to
the
end for six yards and Davis stole and Edgerton.
the best of the offense, but Sewanee
" Decline of the Classics."
grief
of
Edgerton
and
Davis.
Arm
through an opening for his second
has the best defense. Sewanee
The society's enrollment reprehas a better line and better ends, in arm they left the scene of their long run, this time chalking up
sents
the forensic talent of the two
according to my opinion, but Van- last battle. Both had fought for twenty-five yards to his credit. A
literary
societies. The work upon
derbilt has the back field on them. five long years in defense of long switch lost the gold and black
the
whole
has been gratifying to
ECHOES OF THE GAME.
While Vanderbilt has the shade the the gold and black. Both had five yards, and Tigert punted. It
the
members
and its loyal supportbest of it there is so little difference captained two of the best elev- was soon the Commodores' ball
ers
elsewhere.
As is known, the
(Nashville News.)
that the element of luck that always ens in Vanderbilt's history. again on a fumble, but their time
membership
is
limited
to fifteen.
THE BEST TEAM.
plays an important part may finally Neither had ever seen the Tiger re- of possession was too short-lived,
The
purpose
of
the
society
has
treat vanquished to his lair. They Sewanee coming to their own again
Sewanee won because they played
give the game to Sewanee."
always
been
to
obtain
the
best
had determined this once to accom- on downs.
j the better game and because they
material on the mountain, and the
COACH FISHER, OF TENNESSEE, plish the defeat of Sewanee even at
After several bucks Colmore tried t fought harder for victory. Instead I oratory and wit displayed every
who saw both Vanderbilt and Se- bodily expense, but both were a quick kick. The ball was given ! of fighting to win it looked like
wanee in their game against the doomed to disappointment. In to the Tigers on the next play for I Vanderbilt was fighting to hold Friday night is sufficient evidence
vain they spent themselves. How holding in the line by Vanderbilt. i down the score as small as possi- that their purpose has been accomKnoxville team:
; plished.
'' Vanderbilt has a shade the best deeply they drank of the bitter Colmore failed on a drop kick for | ble. A prominent Sewanee alumof the argument although the dif- dregs of defeat, let it not be asked. goal from the thirty-five-yard line. nus remarked after the game that
ference is not a marked one by any
Tigert punted to Stewart, who re- he believed Vanderbilt was afraid
ECCE QUAM BONUM.
means. I think Sewanee has much
turned twenty-five. Davis, of Se- { of Sewanee, for every time they
the best defense, but Vanderbilt is a
wanee, was injured, andSneed took met it was a case of '' when Greek
(/•'row the Nashville American.)
stronger offensive team. I look to
his place. Sewanee's off-side trick j meets Greek then shows the yel- The E. Q. B. Club held its last
see Sewanee give their old rivals a
The game in detail follows:
failed and the ball went over. The I low streak."
meeting for the present year on
hard game and I rather think the
Davis won the toss and chose the Vanderbilt backs did some good
During the first half Sewanee Thursday evening the 4th inst.
score will be in the neighborhood north goal to defend. At 2.45 the work here, and Edgerton ploughed rushed the ball one hundred and Appropriate action was taken upon
of 12 to 6, or maybe more, on the whistle sounded and Capt. Phillips through right tackle for twenty eighty - nine yards on fifty-five the death of Dr. Caskie Harrison,
part of Vanderbilt. It will be a sent the leather flying fifty yards yards. On the six-yard line Howell trials, or an average of three and of the Brooklyn Latin School, one
hard fight anyhow and if Vander- into Vanderbilt's territory. Ed- slipped in the mud and Watkins one-half yards each attempt. All of the earliest and most prominent
bilt wins by any score they should gerton caught the ball and returned fell on the fumbled ball. Stewart of these gains were made by heavy members of the Club, and admirabe satisfied with the result."
twenty. Tigert took four yards punted to Howell and Osborne line plunging on the part of Col- ble papers were read by Mr. Seioutside left tackle, Edgerton four, made a beautiful flyingtackle. This more, Phillips, Atkinson, Stewart, bels on "Alexander Hamilton,"
COACH REVNOLDS, OF GEORGIA: Davis two and Edgerton four again time Vanderbilt was not to beand Lemoine. Kirby-Smith also and by Mr. Jervey on "Aaron
" I like Vanderbilt's chances, through right tackle. Again Tigert balked, but sent her great full back opened up big gaps in the line. Burr," which elicited a most interbut I do not agree with many of tried and then Capt. Davis, behind down the field for six consecutive In this half Vanderbilt rushed the esting discussion. Dr. Wiggins,
the critics who say it will be a run- nice interference, skirted right end bucks, netting eighteen yards and ball one hundred andfifty- fiveDr. Montgomery, Capt. McNeal,
away game. Sewanee always has for twenty yards. He dodged the a touchdown. Davis missed an yards in thirty-four attempts, or Mr. Guerry, and Dr. DuBose parthe good fortune to play her best nearest tackle and seemed almost easy goal. Score, 6 to 5.
an average of four and one-half ticipated.
against Vanderbilt.
free when Smith's purple form shot
Vanderbilt made some nice gains yards each trial.
The Club reviews its year of
"The team play is quite differ- in behind and nailed him sure and after the kick-off, but indulged in
In the second half Sewanee meetings with great satisfaction.
ent, Vanderbilt using a more open fast.
another fumble. Sewanee tried the rushed the ball two hundred and Its members have been much edigame and depends on speed rather
Tigert and Davis made some short double pass stunt, the ball chang- eighteen yards in thirty-eight trials, fied by the discussion of such subthan concerted action.
gains through the tackles. Edger- ing hands four times in a race across an average of six yards each at- jects as "The Roman Forum,"
" Both teams have showed weak- ton got seven yards around right the field, and the runner was finally tempt. Vanderbilt carried the ball "The Future of the Democratic
ness on defense, and in such a end, then five on the left side, but thrown for a loss. The Tigers this half two hundred and thirteen Party," "Bees," "Primeval Man,"
game it is wise to back the team Sewanee's line sifted through and seemed to think they had found a yards in thirty - six trials, or an "College Courses," "The Rhodes
with the greater scoring power.
broke up the next two plays, the weak place in Vanderbilt's right average of about six yards. Alto- Scholarships," "Romantic and
'' Usually Sewanee has excelled ball went over. Sewanee tried her guard, and battered this for all it gether, Vanderbilt rushed the ball Idealistic Literature," "The TheVanderbilt in the kicking game, guards back without gain and punts. was worth. They moved rapidly three hundred and sixty - eight ory of Evolution," and many othbut I fail to see any superiority in Vanderbilt likewise made an unsuc- from the center of the field by using yards, Sewanee four hundred and ers, and the leaders and followers
this department this year. What cessful attempt to advance owing their guards and tackles back to seven; Vanderbilt took seventy at- have added many things both wise
advantage Sewanee has in fast to the nice work of Smith. Howell the five-yard line, and there lost on tempts, Sewanee ninety-three. Van- and witty to the ever-increasing
tackling ends is offset by thekicked and Sewanee began to batter downs. Vanderbilt fumbled and derbilt's average was much better, mental stores of the Club.

TIHIIE

PURPLE
CANNON MUST NOT BOOM TO-NIGHT.

[Nashville Daily News.)
( AS SUNG BY TUB VANDKRBILT ROOTKRS YESTERDAY.)

The Western sun was slowly setting when the whistle stopped the f r a y Filling all the land with beauty at the close of one sad day;
And the last rays fell on thousands who had gathered early t h e r e All with steps so slow and doleful—all bowed down with dark despair.
Some with sad, bowed heads and thoughtful, others with cold lips and white
Struggling to keep back the murmur—Cannon must not boom to-night.
" Fellows"—then a white lip faltered, pointing to the capitol old,
With its walls so dark and gloomy, walls so dark and damp and cold—
" There's a cannon near that building, doomed this very night to shoot
Every time we make a touchdown—'Twas to fire a dread salute"—
"Victory did not come at sunset"—and his face grew strangely white
As he spoke in husky whispers—"Cannon shall not boom to-night."
Wild their eyes and pale their features—stern and white their lowered brows,
And within their hearts deep centers every man made solemn vows.
They had planned it all the morning—planned it all the day before—
That the booming of the cannon should announce the final score.
Now their breath came fast and faster, and their eyes grew large and bright,
One low murmur, scarcely spoken, "Cannon must not boom to-night."
It was o'er, the game was ended—all went back to Kissam Hall,
While the gloom of purple phantoms danced like Tigers on the wall.
Gloomily they sat and nodded, for what they this night had done,
Should be told in long years after—as the rays of setting sun
Light the sky with mellow beauty, aged sires with heads of white,
Shall tell their children why the cannon did not boom that one sad night.

QUINTARD MEMORIAL HALL.

THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON.
Dinner at Fulford Hall to the Football
Team.

Wednesday evening the football
season of 1902 came to an end. It
was a worthy ending of a worthy
season. In fact it was the pleasantest feature of the whole year.
The doors of Fulford Hall were
thrown open to the team and to
several honored guests at a few
minutes past seven. A bounteous
dinner was served, such an one as
only football men can make to disappear completely. The dining
room was alive with sparkling good
humor. Amusing incidents that
had happened on the trips were
related concerning the several
members of the team. Dr. Heuneman, at one end of the table, told
those around him in his own delightful way, how diligently he
had cudgelled the negro in the Auburn game because the black man
was disposed to shirk his task of
carrying water upon the field.
The Vice-Chancellor, at the head,
was at his best, and regaled his
neighbors with many a pleasant
reminiscence. Dr. DuBose, rooterin-chief, was there to contribute
WALSH MEMORIAL
abundantly to the evenings enjoyment. Near him was Mr. DeLeon,
who has advertised the team far
and near. The board would have
been incompletewithout thefamous
Upon a given signal, the team
pitcher Guerry, whose name has
withdrew
to the study to elect a
lived in Sewanee's athletic history
I
captain
for
the team of 1903. The
even unto this generation. And
choice
fell
upon Mr. L,ee KirbySeibels, who captained Sewanee's
Smith,
who
has played faithfully,
greatest football team, was there,
capably,
and
brilliantly for Sewanee
as also was Mr. Gray, who has
for
four
years.
It is safe to preaccompanied the team on several
dict
that
the
eleven
will be ably
of its trips.
captained
by
its
new
leader.
After the dinner was over, Dr.
The dinner was a great success,
Wiggins arose to greet his guests
and
was thoroughly enjoyed by all
in a happy post-prandial speech.
who
sat around the festive board.
He was in fine vein, and time and
All
things
were pleasant to the eye :
again his remarks were interrupted
and taste. Around the walls were ;
by enthusiastic applause.
hung numerous purple pennants, j
Then the Vice Chancellor called
and over the buffet was suspended
on Captain Phillips, Dr. DuBose,
the baseball championship banner.
Ex-Captain Seibels, Mr. Osborne,
From the chandelier were draped
Mr. Davis, Mr. Tupper, Dr. Henlong folds of purple, falling over |
neman, Mr. Gray, Mr. DeL,eon,
the center of the table, where were
and Mr. Guerry. Dr. DuBose was
placed the footballs numbering Seespecially good, and it was unaniwanee's victories of the season.
mously insisted that he retain his
One of the many proofs of the
post as Chief Rooter of the Purple
Vice
Chancellor's versatility is his
legion.
ability in the capacity of host, and
The speeches over, the diners
the dinner Wednesday night fully
retired to the parlors, where they
sustained his reputation.
were greeted by Mrs. and Miss
Wiggins, and by the young ladies
of the mountain. Here among NOTES OF INFORMATION ABOUT
the fair sex is to be found the SeTHE UNIVERSITY.
wanee spirit in its purest ray serene.
Songs followed and healths were
The Advent Term of the Univervoiced to each individual member sity closes December 18th. Then
of the team. The only regret was follows the long winter vacation of
that so short a time was spent in three months. The L,ent Term
the parlors.
opens March 17th.

HALL AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.

The graduating exercises of the
Medical Class will be held on the
third Thursday in January, 1903.
The total number of students
registered in all departments of the
University during the year 1902
is 556.
The year 1902 records the completion and occupation of the
Quintard Memorial Hall, the beginning of the new gymnasium
building, and park improvements
around St. Luke's and Hoffman
Halls.
The catalogue for 1902-1903,.
which is now in press, will be
issued January 1st.
The Sewanee Village Improvement Society has already begun
work on the road and sidewalks
leading from the Otey Memorial
Church to the railroad station.
The register of visitors to the
Oertel paintings for the summer of
1902 is more than 800.
Dr. C. M. Beckwith, Bishop-elect
of the Diocese of Alabama, will be
consecrated in St. John's Church,
Montgomery, Wednesday, December 17th. The Bishop of Kentucky, the Chancellor of the University, will perform the office of
consecration, other Bishops assisting. Dr. DuBose, Dean of the
Theological Department, is one of
the attending presbyters. Much
interest is felt in the occasion, for
Dr. Beckwith is not only an alumnus, but was for six years headmaster of the Sewanee Grammar
School. Dr. Beckwith is the fourth
alumnus of Sewanee to attain to the
episcopate.

HOFFMAN HALL, DORMITORY AND CAMPUS — HATALLION OF GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADBTS.

